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Independent Reading of your Manuscript or Novel

iq140.com - One of the greatest challenges for any writer is to receivean
independent reading of your novel or non-fiction.What is it worth to have
someone give you an unbiased critique? Someone who doesn't kn...

RobinDAder

NaNoWriMo - National Novel
Writing Month

iq140.com - One of my most
fascinating experiences of the last
several years has been my
participation in2011 National Novel
Writing Month, aka, NaNoWriMo.
To thank the writing community
and my writing buddies...

RobinDAder

What Not to Do When You’re
Writing a Novel

khanrahan.com - I learned a lot by
experimenting with writing Paws
on the Ground and sending it out
into the world. There will always
be a lot of trial and error in writing
and publishing a book, and I might
be ab...

Kevin__Hanrahan

Know your audience: 6 steps
to a better blog

novelpublicity.com - Posted on
Mar 20, 2012 | 2 comments This is
a guest post by Laura Sams The
beauty of blogging is that it’s just
about writing, pure and simple. It’s
a way to form an intellectual
connection with yo...

novelpublicity
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The Daily Writer's Compendium covers the
#NANOWRIMO, #amwriting, #fiction,
#nonfiction, #writing, #writers, #writechat,
#bookchat, #WriteLife, & #authors #HashTags.

Editor's note

CONTEST: Best Indie Books of 2012

Published on The WordsinSync Daily

Alec Baldwin offered to do the voice over
of himself in Team America: World
Police, even though it was making fun of
him! - Other - Apr 21, 2012

Published on The StilettoDiva Weekly
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Kindle Under 5 - The Independent Author
Network

independentauthornetwork.com - Welcome to Kindle
eBooks Under $5 at IAN All the ebooks here are
priced from $0.99 to $4.99Click on the cover to see
the book at Amazon.com Thrillers, Mysteries, Action
Dead of Knight (mystery thri...
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Strewnfields Rod Serling talks about
Writing for Television (Part
16)

'The Wedding Dress' by
Rachel Hauck

The Silent Partner - Official
Trailer

Promote Your Book For
Free

SendLike

wayneborean @ShantnuTiwari To me of
course! Make it as big as possible :)
#MyWANA
30 minutes ago · reply · retweet · favorite

wayneborean @jeremyers1 Glad to have
you!
31 minutes ago · reply · retweet · favorite

wayneborean @jenjensen2 Anytime!
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Inventing a Universe

myriadspheres.blogspot.com - "If you wish to make an apple pie from scratch,you must first invent the
universe." - Carl SaganLet me begin with a confession: I believe in parallel universes. I believe that any
possible universe...

MichaelKRose

Is it me or them? Don’t they believe I’m the next Nicholas Sparks?
#AmWriting

carmendesousa.com - Is it me or them? Don’t they believe I’m the next Nicholas
Sparks? #AmWritingWhen I started writing my manuscript almost two years
ago, I thought, “I can write a novel. I went to college twenty-six...

StacySEaton

Diapers, Bookmarks, and Pipe Dreams

kirkusmacgowan.info - “No Fear” isn’t the best way to say it. Maybe I should
say, “Have the capability to accomplish your dreams regardless of fear.”A few
days ago, I had a conversation with a dear friend and avid reade...

KirkusMacGowan

BradleySalters

Across the Mekong: The True Story of an Air
America Helicopter Pilot Review

helicopterpilotsalary.blogspot.com - Average
Reviews:(More customer reviews)If you are
interested in a well written book on the secret war in
Laos, this is the best I have read. The author's
descriptions of the country and the people,...

bettydavis9

Our Lady of the Snows

venalic.com - From Publishers Weekly Those familiar
with the author's previous books (including The
Enchanted Pimp, which inspired this slim but
character-crowded novel) will find the curiously flat
tone here a ...

venalic
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